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An algorithm which yields a short Egyptian fraction expansion in which the 
denominators stay small is given. ‘t: 1988 Academic PESS, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z, be the set of positive integers. Let a, NE Z, be such that a < N. 
A fraction u/N is said to be written in Egyptian form if we write 
a 
-‘+‘+ 
N-n, n2 
. . . +’ 
4’ 
n, -cn,c ... =cnk, 
where ni E Z,. The problem of existence of such an expansion was settled in 
1202 by Fibonacci [2] who gave an algorithm which was rediscovered by 
Sylvester [S] in 1880. 
The question of length of the representation and size of the 
denominators in the representation have been raised and studied in many 
contexts. Ideally, one would like an algorithm which could yield a short 
expansion in which the denominators stay small. Define 
k:a/N=i l/n,,n,<n,< . . <nk, n,EZ, 
1 
D(a, N)=min n,:a/N=i l/n,,n,<n,< ... <nk, n,eZ, , 
i I 1 
where the minimum ranges over all Egyptian fraction expansions of a/N. 
Define 
L(N) = max{ L(a, N): 1 G a < N}, 
D(N)=max{D(a, N): 1 <a<N}. 
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In paper [7], we showed that, for P a large prime, there is no algorithm 
which yields both 
L(P) d 
c log P 
log log P 
and D(P)< P(log P)‘+“(C+E’, 
where C, E > 0. 
Then, by using the Bleicher and Erdos algorithm [ 11, we obtained, for 
large N, 
L(N) < 
log log log N 
log log N 
and D(N) 6 AN(log N)*, 
where A+ 1 as N+ co. 
In this paper, we will develop an algorithm which yields 
L(N) < 2 log log log N 
log log N > 
and D(N)< N(log N)2+E, 
where E +O as N+ co. 
2. RESULTS 
We start by considering an increasing sequence of positive integers of the 
form p*‘, where p is a prime and i B 0. Let S be the increasing sequence of 
positive integers of the form p*‘. Let si be the ith element of S. Then we 
have 
LEMMA 2.1. ( 1) n: s;, Ed = 0 or 1, are all distinct. 
(2) For 1 <ads,, u=n:,s;, sj=O or 1. 
Proof. This lemma follows from the observation that C 2’ei, ~~ = 0 or 1, 
are all distinct and every integer b > 0, b = C 2%,, ci = 0 or 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zfn’;-’ si < N-c nt si, then sk < log N( 1 + 3/(4 log log N)) 
and k < log N/log log N( 1 + log log log log N/log log log N) for N large. 
Proof. Let 0(x) = CpdX log p and 0*(x) =X20 2’8(~“~‘). Then 
log n: si= O*(sk). We note that sk is the least integer in S such that 
8*(s,) > log N. By [4] e(x) > x( 1 - #og x) for large enough x. Thus if we 
let x0 = log N( 1 + f log log N), then 
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8*(x,) log 1 
2 1 
2 N + 3 log log N >( 
l- 
2 log log N > 
2 1 1 
- - 3 log log N 2 log log N 3(log log N)’ > 
1 1 
log log N - 3(log log N)’ 
2 log N. 
Let sO be the least prime greater than x0. Then for .x0 sufficiently large, we 
have, by [4], s,~x,+x~~*. Since sk<sO, 
s,<logN 1+ 
( 2 2 213 
3 log log N 
> 
+ (log N)2’3 1 + 
( 3 log log N > 
2 1 
l+ 
2 
3 log log N + (log N)“3 3 log log N > 
2 3 
> 
3 
4 log log N 
for N large enough. 
For a bound on k, it is noted that 
k-l k 
n S,<N<nsi and (n-l)!QN<n! 
I I 
imply that k<n. Let $(n) =log n!. Definie log, N=log N. 
log(log,_ , N). Then for n, = (log N/log, N)( 1 + log, N/log, N), by 
formula, we have 
I++,) = n,(log n, - 1) + (log 2nn,)/2 + Trio 
log, N = 
Stirling’s 
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+ 1%4 N ha 1 + (log, N/log, WI 
log, N log, N 
+ loid1 + (log, N/log, N)) 
log, iv 
log, N 1 1 - 
log, N + log, N 
+ log, Nlog, N + 1) 
log, N log, N +2logN 
>logN l+- 
( 
log, N log, N 
log, N+2log N 
log, N+ 1 
~- 
log, N 
log, N(log, N+ 1) log, N -- 
log1 N log, N 2 log N 
1 
log, N log, N 
x (log, N log, N-log, N(log, N + 1) - log, N(log, N + 1)) 
>log N for N large. 
Thus there is an integer n less than the given bound which would also 
satisfy $(n) 3 log N. Hence 
k<n<n,,= log N 1 + log log log log N 
log log N log log log N ’ 
LEMMA 2.3. If 1 < r < nf si, then r = zy d,, where di are distinct divisors 
of nfsiandm<k. 
Proof: We use induction on k. For k = 1, the lemma is clearly true. 
Thus assume that the lemma is true for all values 1 <k’< k. If 
1 <s < nt-’ si, then by the induction hypothesis, we are done. Thus 
assume that n: ~ ’ sj ,< r < nf si. Then 
r=skrl +r2, 
where O<rl<nfp’si and O<r,<s,. Thus by the induction hypothesis, 
rl = CT’ di, where d,+ are distinct divisors of n:- l si and m, < k - 1. Since 
O<r,<s,, by Lemma2.1, r=nf-‘sF, ci=O or 1. Hence 
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By Lemma 2.1, sk d* and n’;-- ’ sf’ are distinct. Thus r = C’; d,, where di are 
distinct divisors of JJ’; si and m = m, + 1 6 k. 
LEMMA~.~. Let A={O,.l,2,3 ,..., pi-l} (modp’) and B={O,p’, 
2p’, . . . . (p - 1) pi} (mod p’+ ‘). Then A + B is a complete residue system 
module pi + ‘. 
Prooj This is a special case of Lorentz’s theorem [3]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let sk be a prime > 5. Then D = (d: JsI, < d < 2s, log sk, 
dIEI-‘s;) u (0) contains all residues module sk. 
Proof: By Lemma2.1, D,={d:l<d<s,, dJn/;-,si}u{O} is a com- 
plete residue system modulo sk. Thus to show D contains all residues 
modulo sk, it suffices to show that each d, ED, , 1 d d, < ,/.sk, and there is 
a de D so that d, = d(mod sk). Let qi be the ith prime in 2, such that 
nip, qj < JsI, < n{ q,. Then by [ 11, q, d 2 log sk. Now d, E mi (mod qj) 
and sk = nj (mod qi) for some 0 < mj < qj and 1 < nJ < qj. If d, E 0 (mod q,) 
for all j= 1, 2, . . . . f, then d, E 0 (mod n{ qj), yielding d, > n{ qj > ,/sI,. 
Thus if 1 dd, <,/Sk, then d, & 0 (mod qj) for some j, say r. But then since 
(sk, q,) = 1, d, + ts, ~0 (mod qr) for some t, 1 <t ~4~. Thus if we 
let d=d,+ts,, then d-d, (mods,) and ddd,+(q,-l)s,d 
&k + ( qr - 1 ) Sk < 2s, log Sk. We are left to show d, + tsk 1 n’; ~ ’ s;. Note 
that if sk is a prime, then there is an a such that qy <sk< qy+‘, and 
n’;- ’ si is divisible by JJo; qf = qz”‘- ‘. Since d, + ts, = q,((d, + fsk)/qr) 
and (d, + tsk)/q,<sk, by Lemma 2.1, qr and (d, + tsk)/qr divide n:-’ si. 
If (qr, (4 + rSk)/qr) = 1, then d, + tsk = qr( (d, + tsk)/qr) ( fit I si. If 
(q,, (d, + ts,)/q,) # 1, then let jJ be the integer such that q8 11 (d, + tsk)/qr. 
Then since (d, + tsk)/q, < sk, /3 < 2”. Thus /? + 1 < 2” + 1 d 2” + ’ - 1 for 
~~21. Since (qf+,, ((d, + tsk)/qf) = 1, and qf+, and (d, + tsk)/qt divide 
nf - ’ S,, d, + ts, = q, b + ‘((d, + tsk)/qfl) divides n’;-- ’ si. 
LEMMA 2.6. If sk > 4 and sk = p”, 1 Z 1, then sk - s/i , 3 2. 
ProoJ Suppose sk - sk. , < 2. Then sk - sk , = 1. Since Sk > 4 and 
sk=p*‘,1>1,sk-,=p2’-1=(p2’~’ + 1 )(p”‘- ’ - 1). Let q be a prime which 
divides sk ~, . Then since Sk ~ , is in S, skP, = q’ for some j. Thus q divides 
both p”--I+ 1 and p*‘-‘- 1 which implies q = 2. Hence 2’= (p*‘-’ + 1) 
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(P 2’m’ - l), and p2’-’ + 1 = 2” and p2’-’ - 1 = 2”, where 2” = 2” + 2 and 
m + n = 2’. But this is impossible. 
LEMMA 2.7. rf (1 - 2/JsJ nk , s, 6 r < 2 nf s,, then there are distinct d, 
such that djl 
7 
f si, di> n:-’ sJ(2s, log Sk), and r = CT d,, where 
md7((Sk)+h( sk)logs,. 
ProoJ: We note, in order to begin a proof by induction, that k > 4, i.e., 
sk 3 5. For k < 3, we have the folowing. Consider 
Then 
r=4q+r,, where Odq< 12, O<r, <4 
q=%, +r2, where O<q,<6, O<r,<3 
q1=2q2+r3, where 0 d q2 < 2, 0 d r, < 2. 
Thus r = 4.3 .2q, + 4r, + r,. Discarding zero terms, we obtain r = Cy di, 
where di 12.3.4, di 2 1 > 2 .3/(24 log 4), and m 6 4 < n(4) + 2x(2) log 4. 
Now let r be such that (1 - (2/Jsk)) n: si < r < 2 n’; si, where k B 4. 
Case 1. sk = p”, 13 1. Define 
Dj= P2’-‘d:p’-p+l<d<+1,d 
forj= 1,2, 3, . . . . 2’. Then by Lemma 2.1, lDjl = p - 1 and no two elements 
are congruent modulo p2’. Let 
Note that if d,* ED,* and dj” # 0, then 
Hf-1 Si .:-‘Si 
p2’-‘($--I)dd;L~p21~i(pi_p+ 1)’ 
Since n’;-’ si= p2’-’ n ti, where p[ ti for all i, 
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where rntJd:p’-p+ldd6~‘-1)=(1,2,3,...,p-1) (modp). Thus 
D* = (nf ‘sJd,:d,ED,) u {O> = (O,d~‘,2p’~‘,...,(p-l)p’~‘} 
(kod p’). Hence by Lemma 2.4, D* = 0: + 0; + .. + D:l is a complete 
residue system modulo sk. Thus Y E d: + dt + . . . + df I (mod sk). Let 
Then 
,*,(1-(2/\liSk))n:si-~:icn:-‘s;/(pz’-j(p’-p+1))) , s/i 
P) ;11’s,. 
2’ d-’ 
p+$‘-l --<p+2(2’-1)<2p” for I> 1, 
=(I --&--$--) i+ 
Now apply the mean value theorem on l/,,~!x, and noting Sk - sk _ l 2 2, we 
have l/Js,- I - l/Js, > l/(sk Jsk). Thus 
Also 
r* = r-C:‘d” 
Sk 
fL<2kfi’si. 
sk 1 
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Hence 
Case 2. sk = p. Define 
Note that if d* E D*, then n:-’ si/2sk log Sk < d* < ntP’ si/Jsk. By 
Lemma 2.5, D u (0) contains all residues modulo sk. Thus D* also 
contains all residues modulo sk since each incongruent residue in D gives 
rise to incongruent residue in D*. Hence r E d* (mod sk). Let 
r* = r - d*/Sk, an integer. Then 
r* > 
(1 - 2/Jsk) n’r Sip (II- ’ si)/Jsk 
sk 
l- -----&) klj si. 
;k 
Since 2/Jsk _ r - 2/J sk 3 l/s, Jsk, as is seen by applying the mean value 
theorem on l/Jx, we deduce that 
r*8(1 -&j F’s(, 
Also r* = (r - d*)/s, Q r/Sk < 2 n!-’ s,. Thus 
Hence in either case, we have 
Thus by the induction hypothesis, r* = Cy di, where di are distinct divisors 
Of n;-‘Si, di>n:~2Si/2Sk~,logSk_,. Now 
Sk?.* +di+ if sk=p2’, I> 1, 
r= 
skr*+d* if Sk = p, 
64112813.4 
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where d,*, d* > nf ~~ ’ sJ2s, log sk for d,+ , d* f 0. Since di > n: ~ ’ siJ 
2sI, , log Sk , , Sk di > Sk nf ’ Si/2S, _ I log Sk _ , > n; ~ ’ S;,%, log Sk. 
Hence Y = Cy d,, where d, are distinct divisors of JJ’; ’ .I‘~, d, > 
n: I si/2sk log sk. 
Now we show m 6 rc(sk) + 2n(Js,) log Sk. If sk is a prime, then we have 
one d*. If sk is of the form p”, I> 1, then we have at most 2’d*‘s. Thus 
m = n(sk) + 
7 
2’ 
p= $ .y. 
/a I 
d n(sk) + 2 log s&&k). 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. For N large, there is an algorithm which yields both 
L(N) < 
2 log log log log N 
log log log N > 
and D(N)< N(log N)2+e, 
where E+O as N+ ocj. 
Proof: Let k be the integer satisfying n:- ’ s, <N < n: si. If NI n: si, 
then N=n~s;~, where ei=O or 1. Thus if 1 <a<N, then 
where &i + ET = 1. By Lemma 2.3, a. n: s; = CT d;, where di are distinct 
divisors of n: si and m < k. Thus 
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Hence by Lemma 2.2, 
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L(N)<k< 
log N 
log log N 
1 + log log log log N 
log log log N ’ 
D(N)&s;=s, *&;<NlogN 
3 
I 4 log log N > 
for N large. 
I 
If N j n: sir then consider 
a a.n”;si 
??= N.nl;s;’ 
Since 2 <a < N < n: s,, we can write 
k 
a.nsi=Ns+r, 
where r can be chosen so that (1 - 2/Jsk) nf s, < r < 2 n’; si and 
1 <s<n:si. Thus 
a Ns+r s 1 r 
N=N.nf.q=n:.+N n’;.s, ’ (3 
By Lemma 2.3, s/I-If si = Cy’ dJn: si = Cy’( l/e,) with ml Q k. By 
Lemma 2.7, r/(N. n: s;) = Cy d;/(N. n: si) = l/N(Zy llf,) with 
7t(Sk) + 2x(&) log Sk. Thus 
m2 < 
;=~;+$(g), 
where e, and Nfi are distinct. Hence by Lemma 2.2, 
L(N) d ml + m2 <k + @k) + 2x(&k) log Sk 
dk+K+O hk - ’ log Sk 
log sk 
6 2k + 0(&k) 
6 
log log log log N 
log log log N + 0(+x N) 
< 
log log log log N + c log log N 
log log log N Jlog N ’ 
for some constant c. Thus 
< 
2 log log log log N 
log log log N > 
282 
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D(N) < NS,(2Sk log Sk) 
6 N$( 2 log Sk ) 
< N(log N)2 ( 1 + 3 2 4 log log N > (2 log log N) 
< N( log N)’ + E, 
where 
E = 2 log( 1 + (3/4 log log N)) + log2 + log log log N ~ 0 
log log N 
as N-+co. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. In Lemma 2.3, we obtained m <k which certainly is not the 
best upper bound. In paper [6], M. Vose developed a sequence of positive 
integers which gives m 6 O(Jlog N), but unfortunately, di could be as big 
as N( N - 1). It will be of interest if someone can improve the upper bound 
of m in Lemma 2.3 to m = o(k) since this will enable us to show 
L(N) < c log N/log log N and D(N) < N(log N)2+E, where c -+ 1, E + 0 as 
N -+ 00 which is best possible according to our previous result [7]. 
CONJECTURE. Let S be the increasing sequence of positive integers of 
the form p”, where p is a prime and i> 0. Let si be the ith element of S. 
Suppose 1 <a < n: si. Then a = 1: di, where di are distinct divisors of 
n: si and m = o(k), i.e., m/k + 0 as k + co. 
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